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Abstract
Castor bean (Ricinus communis L.) is one of the most important non-edible oilseed crops.
Characterization of seed development and lipid accumulation from female flowers pollinated to mature seeds
has been carried out. The temporal expression patterns of 65 lipid genes involved in fatty acid and
triacylglycerol biosynthesis using the semi-quantitative RT-PCR technique were also investigated. The 65
genes displayed diverse expression patterns which could be collectively grouped into seven groups (I - VII).
Four gene groups (I, II, III and V) covering 40 lipid genes presented up-regulated expression patterns,
correlating with the rapid lipid accumulation within developing seeds. The present study provides an
extended glimpse of the expression patterns of lipid genes involved in fatty acid biosynthesis and
triacylglycerol assembly in developing seeds of castor bean, which could serve in variety improvement of
castor bean by genetic engineering approach.

Introduction
Castor bean (Ricinus communis L., Euphorbiaceae, 2n = 20) is an important non-edible
oilseed crop and its seed derivatives are often used in aviation oil, lubricants, nylon, dyes, inks,
soaps, and adhesive. Among all the vegetable oils, castor bean oil is distinctive due to its high
level (over 85%) of ricinoleic acid (Akpan et al. 2006). Due to an increased demand for castor oil,
breeding and improvement of varieties have drawn great attentions from breeders in recent years
(Chen et al. 2007). To develop castor as a biodiesel crop, increasing its seed oil yield is one of the
major research tasks in practice throughout the world. Enhanced efforts should be paid for the
investigating the molecular basis of storage lipid (in the form of triacylglycerol) accumulation
during seed development to understand genetic factors regulating storage lipid biosynthesis.
In general, molecular mechanism of storage lipid biosynthesis in higher plants mainly
involves two systems: fatty acid (FA) synthesis and triacylglycerol (TAG) assembly. FA
biosynthesis initiated by cytosolic acyl-CoA in plastids is sequentially consumed using a substrate,
glycerol 3-phosphate (G-3-P) in endoplasmic reticulum (ER), called Kennedy Pathway (Kennedy
1961). In developing seeds, quality and quantity of the storage lipids synthesized depends on the
composition of its constituent of TAGs and the number of enzymes which participated in FA
biosynthesis and transfer during photosynthesis in leaf and TAG assembly during the Kennedy
Pathway (Ohlrogge and Browse 1995). Although a number of lipid genes coding critical enzymes
which participated in FA synthesis and TAG assembly were identified in plants, but little is known
about the overall expression and regulation profiles of multiple genes involved in lipid
biosynthesis from de novo carbon flux to TAG during seed development (Chen et al. 2007). This
aspect of storage lipid accumulation is important for attempts to identify the key rate-limiting
enzyme genes which regulate storage lipid accumulation during seed development in oil crops. In
castor bean, the temporal expression patterns of only a several rate-limiting enzyme genes
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involved in lipid biosynthesis have been studied at different stages of developing seeds (Chen
et al. 2007, Cagliari et al. 2010). Hence, in the present study, 65 lipid genes involved in different
steps of lipid biosynthesis pathway were identified.
Materials and Methods
Seeds of castor bean var. ZB306 (provided by Zibo Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Shandong, China) were germinated and grown in the greenhouse of Xishuangbanna tropical
botanical garden (Kunming branch) with day temperature at 24 - 26ºC and night at 18 - 20ºC with
the humidity controlled at 60 - 80%. Hand-pollinated flowers were tagged and recorded as 0 day
after pollination (DAP). Capsules were harvested at a 7 day interval from 7 to 63 DAP. Seed
samples collected were dissected and frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen and stored at –80ºC
for further analysis. Seeds dissected at different developing stages were weighed (fresh weight,
FW) and were kept for vacuum centrifugation overnight. The dried seed samples were weighed
(dry weight, DW). For lipid analysis, total lipid was extracted from seed samples using the
hexane-isopropanol method as previously described (Xu et al. 2011). Total RNA was extracted as
per the manufacturer’s protocol (Takara, Bio.INC, Japan). First-strand cDNA (template) was
synthesized using the Prime ScriptTM RT-PCR Kit (Takara Bio.INC, Japan) with equal amounts of
Oligo dT primer following manufacturer’s instructions (Takara Bio.INC, Japan).
Totally, 65 lipid genes (supplementary file) were obtained from the castor bean genome
database (http://www.genome.jgi.doe.gov). Based on sequences of the 65 genes, specific primers
were designed using Primer Express software version 3.0 (Premier Biosoft INC, CA, USA) with
default parameters. RT-PCR amplifications with following PCR conditions were used: initial
denaturation at 95ºC for 1 min, 30 cycles of denaturation at 94ºC for 30 sec, annealing at 55 - 58ºC
for 20 sec and extension at 72ºC for 5 min. Castor Ubiquitin gene was used as internal control.
Results and Discussion
To understand the temporal expression patterns of lipid genes in developing seeds of castor
bean, the process of seed development was analysed. The current research showed that the
developing seeds grew gradually at the early stage of seed development before ca. 14 DAP. The
seed weight (including fresh and dry) increased rapidly after ca. 14 DAP, throughout the middle
and late stages of development up to its maximum at ca. 35 DAP. This was followed by a slight
decline in seed fresh weight during the late stage of development (after ca. 35 DAP) due to the
natural desiccation, whereas the dry weight of seeds slightly increased after ca. 35 DAP (Fig. 1A).
Rapid change in seed size occurred before ca. 28 DAP and after ca. 35 DAP a steady decrease in
seed size was observed (Fig. 1B). Lipid accumulation trend, observed, was similar to the trend of
dry weight changes noticed, i.e. it develops gradually before 21 DAP, and rapidly increases
between ca. 21 and 42 DAP, and approaches to its maximum after ca. 42 DAP (Fig. 1A, C). Based
on present results, storage lipid accumulation in developing seeds of castor bean mainly occurred
in the middle and late stages, in particular between ca. 21 and 42 DAP which correlated with the
fresh weight changes during these stages of castor bean seeds (Greenwood and Bewely 1982).
The RT-PCR technique provided a sensitive and specific method to analyze multigenic
expressions with minimal concentrations of RNA allowing diverse studies of gene expression
(Pray 2008). In relation to this, the present study provide an initial and first glimpse of the patterns
of lipid gene expression in developing seeds of castor bean using a semi-quantitative RT-PCR
approach, which is critical in understanding the molecular basis of lipid biosynthesis as well as in
identifying the key enzyme genes participated in lipid biosynthesis during seed development in
castor bean. To determine the expression levels of these genes, the ratio of transcripts of each gene
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Fig.1. A. Seed weight changes (fresh weight, FW/dry weight, DW) per seed at different stages of
development. B. Seed development at different stages after pollination. C. Total lipid changes per seed
in developing castor seeds.

to that of castor Ubiquitin gene at different developmental stages was assessed. Based on the
relative expression of genes tested, the temporal expression patterns of 65 genes displayed diverse
patterns, which could be divided into seven groups (Group I to VII) and (supplementary file). The
21 genes of Group I encode RcBCCP1/RcGPAT6/RcGPAT7/ RcPLA22/ RcPLA23/ RcDGAT2/
RcPDAT1/ RcPDCT/ RcLPAT1/ RcSAD2/ RcFATA/ RcFATB1/ RcFAD6/RcLPCAT/RcACBP/
RcEAR1/RcEAR3/RcHACC/RcKAR/RcPAP3/RcHAD and displayed a concave rise
expression pattern from 7 to 63 DAP, with a peak expression at 28, 35 or 42 DAP, but low
expression at 7 and 63 DAP (Fig. 2A) and (supplementary file). Group II comprised of 8 genes
include RcFAD3/RcACP1/RcACP2/RcACP4/RcFATB2/RcKAS2/RcKAS2/RcPDAT3 which
showed a linear shaped expression pattern with increase in gene expression particularly from 14 to
42 DAP with a weak or no expression at the early (7 DAP) and late stage (63 DAP) of seed
development (Fig. 2B) and (supplementary file).The 6 genes of Group III encode RcKAS1/
RcPLA21/ RcBACC/RcACC1/RcMCAAT/RcBCCP2 and exhibited a high expression at the early
stage (7 and 14 DAP) with a linear rise expression pattern in the middle stage (21 to 35 DAP) and
a linear drop expression at the late stage (42 to 63 DAP, with an exception of RcACC1) (Fig. 2C)
and (supplementary file). Group IV with 13 genes like RcGPAT2/RcGPAT4/RcPAP1/RcPAP2/
RcACS1/RcACS2/RcACS3/RcACS4/RcPDAT2/RcLPAT3/RcEAR2/RcDGAT1/RcSAD1 displayed
high expression only at the early stages (7-21DAP), after which they showed a steady decline
throughout seed developmental stages (Fig. 2D) and (supplementary file). Group V with 6 genes
included RcACC2/RcSAD3/RcOle1/RcOle2/ RcFAH/RcGPAT1 and showed an expression pattern
only during the late stages (28 to 63 DAP) and did not show transcripts expressed (or showed a
very low expression) in the early stages (7 to 21 DAP), (Fig. 2E) and (supplementary file). The 5
genes of Group VI encoded RcSAD4/ RcCPT/ RcPLA2/ RcACP3/ RcGPAT3 and displayed an
irregular rise and decline pattern throughout the developmental stages (Fig. 2F) and
(supplementary file) with maximal transcript expression observed in the middle to late stages (21 42 DAP). Group VII encoding 6 genes like RcPHA2/RcFATB3/RcPAP4/RcGPAT5/RcLPAT2/
RcLPAT5 were consecutively expressed throughout the seed developmental stages except for the
early stage (7 DAP) or the late stage (63 DAP), (Fig. 2G) and (supplementary file).
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Fig. 2. A, B, C (top). Expression profile of lipid genes (Groups I to III) at different seed developmental stages
(DAP). (Bottom) General expression pattern of gene clusters against those of their corresponding control
gene: Ubiquitin at different developmental stages.

Investigating the instantaneous expression patterns of genes associated with lipid biosynthesis
in the developing seeds contributed in understanding the molecular basis of storage lipid
accumulation in plants, though the biosynthesis of storage lipid is complex (Xu et al. 2011).
Although the 65 genes tested exhibited various temporal expression patterns within developing
seeds, genes clustered in Groups I, II, III and V exhibited similar temporal expression patterns
with maximal expression at the middle to late stages of seed development (i.e. between ca. 21 and
42 DAP), when lipids were rapidly accumulated during this period, suggesting the expression of
these genes at the transcription level was closely associated with lipid accumulation in developing
seeds of castor bean. In particular, RcDGAT2/RcGPAT6/RcGPAT7/RcPDAT1/RcLPAT1/RcPAP3
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and RcLPCAT encoding key enzymes which directly participate in TAG assembly and RcACBP/
RcFATA/RcFATB1/RcBCCP1/RcHACC/RcACC/RcPDCT/RcHAD/RcEAR1/RcEAR2/RcKAR/
RcPLA22 and RcPLA23 encoding key enzymes directly involved in FA biosynthesis by
elongating the carbon chain or transferring fatty acids from plastid to ER, were highly expressed
indicating that these genes might play a major role in lipid accumulation within developing seeds
of castor bean. Besides, present results on the expression pattern of genes like GPAT/ DGAT/
LPAT/ PAP and PDAT was concurrent with that of Chen et al. (2007) and Cagliari et al. (2010) in
developing castor seeds. Relatively, previous studies have revealed that genes LPAT (Maisonneuve
et al. 2010), DGAT (Andrianov et al. 2009), PDAT (Van Erp et al. 2011), PDCT (Hu et al. 2012),
GPAT (Gidda et al. 2003), ACP (Branen et al. 2001), ACBP (Xiao and Chye 2011) and LPCAT
(Cagliari et al. 2010) play critical roles in lipid accumulation when engineered in developing seeds
of other plants. In support to this, over-expression of the above mentioned lipid (both FA and TAG)
genes might directly participate in enhancing overall lipid accumulation in castor seeds. However,
further investigation is necessary to characterize the exact involvement of these genes towards
lipid biosynthesis in developing castor seeds.

Fig. 3. D, E, F, G (top). Expression profile of lipid genes (Group IV to VII) at different seed developmental
stages (DAP). (Bottom) General expression pattern of gene clusters against those of their corresponding
control gene: Ubiquitin at different developmental stages.
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In contrary, genes in Group V were expressed only during middle to late stages of seed
development, particularly, the genes RcOle1/ RcOle2 and RcFAH were intensely expressed from
28 to 63 DAP, when fatty acids incorporated into TAG were modified, storage lipids were
condensed and oil bodies were rapidly taken shape. Oleosin proteins encoded by oleosin genes
were indispensable compositions for the formation of oil body and play a major role in stabilizing
the oil bodies and determining the size of oil bodies (Siloto et al. 2006). Over-expression of castor
oleosin in Arabidopsis could change the overall fatty acid composition in transgenic Arabidopsis
seed modified metabolically to make ricinoleic acid (Lu et al. 2006). Our result on castor oleosin
expression was consistent with Chen et al. (2007). During the modification of fatty acids
incorporated within TAG, the ricinoleic acids were rapidly accumulated. RcFAH, the only enzyme
encoding the hydroxylase responsible for ricinoleate biosynthesis (Lu et al. 2006) was highly
expressed at this stage, suggesting the active functioning of RcFAH in this period. Overexpression of castor FAH gene in transgenic Arabidopsis boosted the overall fatty acid
composition (Lu et al. 2006) in Arabidopsis seeds. Our study on RcFAH correlated with previous
reports (Van De Loo et al. 1995, Chen et al. 2007). Genes clustered in group IV displayed a higher
or intense expression at the early stages (before 21 DAP) than at the middle and late stages,
implying that these genes might be related to the synthesis of membrane lipids (associated with the
rapid increase in size due to cell division) or undergo post-transcriptional regulation mechanism
underlying in the synthesis of lipids (Chen et al. 2007). Similar expression pattern was also
observed among a group of lipid genes previously studied (Cagliari et al. 2010, Jiang et al. 2012,
Chen et al. 2007). Genes in Group VI displayed an irregular rise and decline pattern throughout
the developmental stages and genes in Group VII exhibited a constitutive expression pattern
throughout the seed developmental stages except for the early stage (7 DAP) or the late stage (63
DAP). Although the genes present in Groups VI and VII, had peak expressions at 28, 35 or 42
DAP, similar pattern to the genes present in Groups I, II, III and V, the extent of their involvement
towards TAG accumulation and FA biosynthesis needs to be thoroughly assessed.
Thus, from the present results it is conclusive that most of TAG and fatty acid synthesis genes
studied showed consistent expression with the development of storage lipids in castor seeds.
Furthermore, the present investigation provides an extended glimpse of the global expression
patterns of lipid genes involved in FA biosynthesis and TAG assembly in developing seeds of
castor bean, which could facilitate further understanding the molecular mechanisms underlain
storage lipid accumulation and serve in improving castor plant by bio-engineering approach.
Supplementary file
Supplementary file contains the list of primer sequences used in this study (data is available
upon request).
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